
Year 5 English –

Week 6 



Here’s the end goal for English week 6..

Write a 300 word submission to enter to the competition or just to send 

to us.

This should be a short story but really focussed on the technology.

It should be written in first person ‘I’.

With each task you are set bear in mind this end goal that we are working 

up to.

• When you plan for a future world you might like to consider our school 

values.



Artemis Fowl Creative Writing 

Competition



MONDAY



English - Monday

Listen to or read the Prologue and first two Chapters of Artemis Fowl – see 

following slide.

ACTIVITY - Write a brief summary of each chapter.  This can be a tricky 

skill to learn, if you scroll past the reading link then I have suggested some 

prompts that may help you to do this.  Focus on the really important pieces 

of information to help explain what it is about to someone who hasn’t read 

it at all.

Aim for 8 lines as a maximum if you are choosing to do a written paragraph

Consider key pieces of information related to characters and setting.

Think about who Artemis Fowl is.



https://www.artemis-fowl.com/the-books/artemis-fowl/prologue-

chapters-1-2/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZaH2oF25OLs

If it helps listen to Eoin 

Colfer read the first 

Chapter too…

READ, READ, 

READ!

https://www.artemis-fowl.com/the-books/artemis-fowl/prologue-chapters-1-2/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZaH2oF25OLs


You may find these will help you as a format 

for to start your summarising or is you are 

more visual you could choose to do a story 

map instead – with some key words.

Perhaps pick 3 key events

The setting. Maybe there are two?

Key 

characters…

Here’s a reminder of what a 

story map looks like (not for 

Artemis Fowl though!)



TUESDAY



Tuesday – English Part A

Close Reading task - Identify technology that is introduced in the first 

two Chapters of the novel. 

ACTIVITY - Create a list of types of technology in the first chapters-

See the following screen for how this should be done

it may help to reference page numbers in case you wish to come back 

to it.

And consider what the purpose is of each item is?

https://artemisfowl.fandom.com/wiki/LEP_Weapons

For additional research in your own time…

https://artemisfowl.fandom.com/wiki/LEP_Weapons


Tuesday Activity - Layout for List

Split your page 

into 3 columns



Tuesday Lesson  - Part B 11.45-12.15

This is not part of the main English lesson.

Activity 1) WARM UP- CRACK THE CODE (5 MINS)

You will need the pdf Artemis Fowl decode poster open 

to crack this code





Answers



Reflect – Coding in Everyday Life

1.Can you think of any examples 

of how codes are used in 

everyday life?

2.What are the positive things 

about using codes?

3.Can you think of any 

negatives?



REFLECTION CODES – A HISTORY





And try trickier!



Solutions



WEDNESDAY



Wednesday - CONSIDER

Why does Artemis have need for these things? What purpose do they serve?

ACTIVITY - Using a similar structure to the ‘One Chance’ format  from a recent 

English lesson try to consider what technology you would want the world to 

have to support your own mission or plans for a future world.

Here is a refresh of this writing structure…

Instead of however, use the prompt ‘It would be made from’ to complete the 

final line.



Wednesday - Model writing structure for technology…

Try to be a little more futuristic. Anything is possible! 

For example: 

I wish I was I had a laser that you could zap at people and it would cure 

them of any disease. I could travel the world helping ensure people 

were not sick.

It would be made from recycled metals, with a magical, molten 

gemstone core which when shook erupted into a laser beam.

I wish I had a pair of glasses that alerted me when I passed someone 

who felt lonely. I could always take the time to smile and say hello to 

them.

They would be made from recycled shopping bags blended with ice 

crystals taken from the rings of Saturn.

Off you go, write a few of your invented examples.

If you are stuck here is a link to an A –Z of Artemis technology

https://artemisfowl.fandom.com/wiki/Category:Technology

https://artemisfowl.fandom.com/wiki/Category:Technology


If you’re still stuck. Here’s an example of some pieces 

of technology used in Artemis and their functions…





Technology Future and Today



Now write using the structure shown…

 You will need at least 5 pieces of technology to inspire a 300 word short story.

 I wish…

 I could…

 It would be made from…

Finally, if you have spare time begin to think about how 

you could work these into a very simple short story plot.

Using a story plot flow map as a timeline may help you 

achieve this



THURSDAY



Thursday – Writing Day

• ACTIVITY - Get writing your stories

• If you haven’t mapped out a plot in your head 

or on paper then consider the plot flow map 

shown

• Do not forget the focus is on a FUTURE WORLD

• You must make room to include your creative 

ideas for future technology

• It is first person ‘I’ and is only 300 words so for 

this story do not spend too long developing 

your character

• You can write this on the computer if you have 

one as it will make competition submission 

easier.



FRIDAY



Friday – Finish Writing, Edit and Improve

 Edit and Improve your short story

 Check spelling and grammar

 Have you described the technology so it sounds exciting 

and futuristic?

 Have you been consistent using first person ‘I’

 Have you considered your reader?

 Have you used some short sentences to create pace when 

required to move your short story along?

 Have you remembered for this story technology was the 

focus?


